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Flow field pattern affects the mass transfer and electrochemical reaction characteristics which
influence the distribution of reacting gases as well as the performance of proton exchange membrane
fuel cell. The mass transfer caused by diffusion and convection can be optimized by designing a
suitable flow field pattern for the proton exchange membrane fuel cell. To obtain a superior flow field
pattern, we investigate numerically the internal mass transport and electrochemical reaction behaviors
of the fuel cell with the single serpentine, the single parallel, the interdigitated and the pin flow field
patterns. These results show that when the active area and operating conditions are identical, the single
serpentine flow field pattern shows the best characteristics or similar characteristics to the
interdigitated flow field pattern which shows the water accumulation because of the electrochemical
reaction in the outlet region. However, the pin and the single parallel flow field patterns show the
worst mass transfer characteristics, respectively because of the flooding and drying of membrane
caused by uneven flow circulation.

Keywords: Proton exchange membrane fuel cell, flow field pattern, membrane water behavior, mass
transfer, electrochemical reaction.

1. INTRODUCTION
Proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) offer a promise of cleaner electricity that
gives less impact on the environment than the traditional energy conversion technologies. To produce
electricity efficiently, the reactants of hydrogen and oxygen must be uniformly supplied to promote
mass transfer, and at the same time, the product water produced by electrochemical reaction must be
constantly discharged to avoid performance loss. Direct electrochemical fuels, particularly hydrogen,
provide the promise of being one of several possible long-term approaches to the improvement of
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energy efficiency, energy sustainability, energy security, greenhouse gases reduction and global
environmental conservation [1-6].
The optimizations of mass transfer and electrochemical reaction characteristics by changing the
flow field patterns have been reported in the literature: Many papers have been dedicated to study the
mentioned phenomenon, which is due to several reasons. Bautista-Rodríguez et al. [7] performed the
study of design engineering, building and characterization of a PEMFC. The designs of polar plates
and support plates are shown, in addition to polarization curves in order to determine the PEMFC
performance at different cathodic pressures and types of flow in the system, co-current and counter
current. Some studies were focused on the effects of active area size on steady-state characteristics of a
working PEMFC with parallel, interdigitated, and serpentine flow channel design [8] and compared the
transient characteristics of parallel and interdigitated flow fields [9]. To determine whether insufficient
mass transfer can lead to performance loss, it is necessary to confirm that the concentration of reactants
and products is not determined at the entrance of the fuel cell but at the catalyst layer (CL) which
determines the performance of PEMFC. Depletion of reactants or accumulation of products at the
catalyst layer causes loss of mass transfer detrimental to the performance. At the areas where the gases
with polarities are lacking, irreversible membrane damages can occur locally, and it can lead to
corrosion and performance degradation of the material [10].
Models play an important role in fuel cell development. PEM fuel cells use hydrogen as fuel
and air as oxidizer. In PEMFC stack oxygen and hydrogen are consumed, and water and heat are
generated. Humidification system is used to maintain hydration of the polymer membrane and to
balance consumed water in the system [11-14]. Fuel cell flow channel scaling behavior was
investigated for three different flow pattern archetypes (interdigitated, serpentine, and spiral
interdigitated) by employing computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The range of investigation covered
flow channels of macro feature size (> 500
) to micro feature size (< 100
), thereby each flow
pattern archetype exhibits unique scaling behavior.
In the previous study, we proposed a systematic design process for the serpentine flow field to
enhance the performance of PEMFC through a detailed parametric study on each of the three different
channel heights and widths [15-17]. A new serpentine flow field with sub-channels and by-passes
incorporated the experiments and the simulations to provide a better understanding and utilization of
under-rib convective flow. If reacting gases flow in the same direction as the neighboring main
channels, the under-rib convective flow were converged from the main channels to the sub-channels
which not only reduces pressure drop but also enhances uniform gas supply and water diffusion. The
maximum current and the power densities of the serpentine flow field with sub-channels and by-passes
were increased by 18.85% and 23.74%, respectively, due to the promotion of under-rib convection
than a conventional advanced serpentine flow field. It is necessary to minimize the activation loss
region, the ohmic resistance loss region and the mass transport loss region up to the level of open
circuit voltage (OCV).
The flow field design in the bipolar plates (BPs) is very difficult because the phenomena of
mass transport and electrochemical reactions are so complicated that the contributions of each
parameter to the performance of a real PEMFC cannot be measured separately. Because the mass
transport behavior of hydrogen and oxygen gases under the ribs and in the channels of flow-pattern is
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hardly observable empirically, numerical calculation is important for designing efficient flow fields
suitable for the PEMFC stack. In this study, we studied the internal mass transport behavior
numerically in four different flow-patterns of single serpentine flow field pattern (SSFFP), single
parallel flow field pattern (SPFFP), interdigitated flow field pattern (IFFP) and pin flow field pattern
(PFFP).
2. NUMERICAL MODEL
Table 1. Inlet at the anode and the cathode, operating conditions and geometry details of four flow
field patterns, that is, SSFFP, SPFFP, IFFP and PFFP.
Inlet conditions
Gas
Stoichiometry
Inlet temperature (
Inlet relative humidity (%)
Mass fraction of hydrogen
Mass fraction of oxygen
Mass fraction of water
Operating conditions
Exit pressure (kPa)
Open circuit voltage (V)
Cell temperature ( )
Flow field patterns
Channel width (mm)
Channel height (mm)
Rib width (mm)
Surface area (mm2), channel / rib
MEA thickness (㎛) b
MEA thermal conductivity (W/m K)
GDL thickness (㎛)
GDL permeability (m2)
GDL porosity
GDL thermal conductivity (W/m K)
a
pin diameter
b
including 12.5 ㎛ thickness of catalyst layer

Anode
Hydrogen
1.5
75
100
0.078
0.561
101
0.96
75
SSFFP
SPFFP
1.0
0.5
1.0
337 / 288 349
/276
50
0.15
250
1.0E-12
70
0.21

Cathode
Air
2.0
76
100
0.169
0.274

IFFP

336 /
289

PFFP
1.0 a
442.7 / 182.3

The numerical analysis was based on a steady state three dimensional CFD model of a PEMFC.
CFD programs based on STAR-CD version 4.12, a commercial finite volume technique solver, and
ES-PEMFC version 2.40, an add-on tool modulated to PEMFCs, were used to solve the fully coupled
governing equations. The model assumes a steady state, ideal gas properties, and homogeneous two
phase flows. The computational domain for CFD-based PEMFC simulation consists of the anode gas
channel, the anode gaseous diffusion layer, the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) layer, the
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cathode gaseous diffusion layer, the cathode gas channel and the BP. The MEA is sandwiched between
anode and cathode gaseous diffusion layers (GDL) which have a porous structure, and has a membrane
and two electrodes comprised of highly dispersed carbon supported platinum catalysts. Table 1 lists the
geometry details and properties of current collector, GDL and MEA, and Fig. 1 shows the four flow
field patterns of the SSFFP, the SPFFP, the IFFP and the PFFP having the same reaction area of 6.25
cm2.

(a) SSFFP

(b) SPFFP

(C) IFFP

(d) PFFP

Figure 1. Schematics and locations of the four flow field patterns with active area of 6.25 cm2 (2.5 cm
× 2.5 cm) for profiling the performance related parameters.

The total number of the mesh was 1.50 million cells for the SSFFP, the SPFFP, and the IFFP,
and 1.68 million cells for the PFFP, respectively. To verify the accuracy of the analysis, the sensitivity
of the calculated mesh and the analysis results was verified by using 25cm2 serpentine PEMFC [15].
The convergence residual of this analysis amounts to less than 1.0E‐7, and the calculation was iterated
for a maximum of 2000 times under the condition of convergence decision of less than 1% on the
imbalance of chemical species such as hydrogen, oxygen, and water.
The operation conditions of PEMFC are largely classified into stoichiometric number (or flow
rate), working pressure, humidification condition, and cell temperature, and they were used as one of
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the variables to decide the performance of PEMFC. In this study, the inlet flow rate was fixed at 1.5 in
the anodes and at 2.0 in the cathodes on the basis of the stoichiometric numbers. The parametric
studies of four flow field patterns were conducted all under the same operating conditions as listed in
Table 1. The numerical modeling is based on a single-domain formulation. The conservation equations
are solved for mass, momentum, species, energy, and charge with electrochemical reactions. Assuming
that liquid film is formed on the electrode surface during liquid water condensation, the Henry's law of
solubility of gases in the liquid water is used to calculate the diffusion flux, electro-osmotic drag force,
and water back diffusion [15,17].
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of PEMFC was analyzed by using the present numerical model of the
electrochemical reaction and transport phenomena which are fully coupled with the equations [17-18].
Therefore, the distributions of performance-related parameters are profiled and compared
quantitatively at the same locations of line #1, #2 and #3 as shown in Fig. 1. The performance-related
parameters include the partial pressure, hydrogen and oxygen mass fraction, liquid water mass
fraction, temperature, membrane water content and net water flux per proton, and current density.
They are investigated to generate the optimum flow field pattern that enhances the performance of
PEMFC.

3.1 Anode and cathode pressure drops
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Figure 2. Variations of average anode (hollow symbol) and cathode (solid symbol) pressure drops
with the average current density (
) for four different flow field patterns.
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The mass transfer generated inside the channel is explained with the following three mutually
related descriptions: (1) changes in water content of membrane ( ) when products generated by the
mass transfer and electrochemical reaction of reacting gas flow are hydrated at the membrane of
electrolyte, (2) changes in net water flux per proton ( ) that are caused by products generated by
electrochemical reactions due to pressure differences between the anode and the cathode, and (3)
temperature changes in the electrolyte membrane due to the behavior of the liquid water inside the
channel. If the reactants at the anode and at the cathode are supplied with hydrogen and air, then it is
self evident that during PEMFC operation there will be slight reductions in the concentrations of the
hydrogen and the oxygen in the region of the electrode, respectively. The extent of change in
concentration will depend on the current being taken from the fuel cell and on physical factors relating
to how well the reactants can supply as well as how quickly the reactants can be replenished. These
changes in concentration will cause drops in the partial pressures of the hydrogen and the oxygen. The
reduction in the partial pressures of the reactants results in the performance degradation of PEMFC
[19].
For a quantitative comparison among flow field patterns, the average values of activation areas
are marked for the average current densities ranging from 0.1 to 1.1 A/cm 2 at an interval of 0.1 A/cm2.
Fig. 2 shows that as the average current density increases, the hydrogen mass fraction decreases due to
the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR), and accordingly, the anode pressure drop decreases and the
cathode pressure drop increases because of the internal products of the channel that disturbs the flow
of reaction gas. However, in the anode pressure drop of the SPFFP, the pressure increases as the
current density increases. This phenomenon can be explained by the distribution of cathode liquid
water mass fractions shown in Fig. 3 (Section 3.2).
Manso et al. [20] reported the pressure drop characteristics of the most settings in PEMFC:
serpentine, straight parallel, interdigited and pin (or mesh) flow fields. The straight parallel version is
the simplest one requiring the smallest pressure drop by equally distributing the flow rate into many
parallel paths. However, if the flow resistance is not maintained at the same level in each parallel flow
channel a non-uniform distribution of the reactants may occur. The pin-type flow field consists of
columnar pins arranged in a regular pattern. As the reactants flow through a network of series and
parallel flow paths only low pressure drops occur. However, this leads to inhomogeneous gas
distribution or reactant maldistribution and locally flooding and heating phenomenon. The role of
under-rip convection in PEMFC with multi-pass serpentine flow fields (MPSFFs) was also
numerically studied by Nam et al. [21]. The results showed that the enhanced under-rib convection in
MPSFFs decreases the pressure drop across PEMFCs, which also contributes to the performance by
reducing the power consumption.

3.2 Cathode liquid water mass fraction
Fig. 3 shows the distributions of the cathode liquid water mass fraction with the four flow field
patterns. In the cases of the SPFFP shown in Fig. 3 (b), the liquid water mass fractions increased from
14% to 31% compared to the other flow field patterns as shown in Fig. 3 (a), (c) and (d). This is what
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degrades the performance of the entire fuel cell by causing a flooding phenomenon due to the
imbalance of the internal flow of the channel.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the cathode liquid water mass fraction plots along profiling locations (line #1,
#2, and #3) between the four different flow field patterns at
= 0.6 A/cm2.
Using a three-dimensional numerical model of the PEMFCs with conventional flow field, the
distributions of velocity, oxygen mass fraction, current density, liquid water, and pressure were
presented by Jang et al. [22]. It is found that without the corner design in the parallel flow field, the
porous material is badly blocked by the liquid water, which leads to a high drop of liquid water in the
fuel cell. It is also shown that the amount of liquid water of the serpentine flow field is the least among
the three designs. The main reason is that the serpentine flow field has the highest flow speed for each
channel, stronger convection in the flow field, which helps to remove the liquid water.
As for the PFFP that hardly undergoes pressure changes on the anode side, low pressure drops
on cathode sides enhance water dispersion forces with the liquid water mass fraction approaching to 0
in the section where X ≈ 0~15 mm, whereas on the wall around the outlet (X ≈ 20~25 mm) the driving
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force of the reaction gas inside the channel reduces ending up in flow imbalance and water congestion
phenomena.
One of the main concerns of the BPs designers is to prevent the flooding effect in the cathode.
Therefore, the application of different geometries in the anodic and cathodic sides of the PEMFC is
advisable. Generally, geometries with higher pressure drop of serpentine and interdigitated flow fields
that enhance convective flow are used for the cathode, because they help to eliminate excess water,
also improving the efficiency of the electrochemical reaction [20].

3.3 MEA surface temperature
The surface temperatures of the cathode MEA for each profiling location are shown in Fig. 4 at
= 0.6 A/cm2. The temperature of each flow field pattern increases with the current density
increase, which is due to the high reaction rate. The electrochemical reactions inside PEMFC are
mainly the exothermic reactions and the reactions of cathodes appear to be higher than those of anodes.
Like the boundary condition presented in Table 1, the numerical model built here at 75 of the well
temperature boundary condition shows significant temperature changes on the anode and cathode
MEA surfaces on account of the product water accumulated inside the channel. The water inside the
channel is to cool down the reaction heat.
The temperature of the SPFFP in Fig. 4 (b) reaches approximately to 75.9 , which is close to
the initial reaction gas temperature of 75 due to the cooling effect in the section where X ≈ 4~19 mm
and the water content becomes maximal. By contrast, the temperature soars up to 98.3 resulting
from lack of water in the section where X ≈ 0 mm, 25 mm and the water content is very low. Similar
results are found in the PFFP in Fig. 3 (d), where the temperature ranges from 78.9 to 83.4 in the
section that X ≈ 0~15 mm.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the cathode temperature plots along profiling locations (line #1, #2, and #3)
between the four different flow field patterns at
= 0.6 A/cm2.

As for the SSFFP and the IFFP in Fig. 3(a) and (b), cathode liquid water mass fraction is
distributed within a similar range that the temperature distribution from the inlet to outlet is uniform
particularly in the IFFP, while it gets lower near the outlet in the SSFFP.
Hwang [23] analysed the influence of the of operation temperature on the performance of the
PEMFC using plates with 25 cm2 of active area, with single serpentine type flow fields, in which the
channel to rib width ratio remained constant. Water management in the polymeric electrolyte
membrane is essential to obtain the maximum power of a PEM type fuel cell as a complete hydration
is required to allow good proton conduction. However, for low temperatures PEMFC and under certain
operating conditions; high humidification of the reactants, and high current densities, the gases inside
the cells become oversaturated with water vapor which may condense in the cathode side, resulting in
a lower power output. Hydration of the MEAs can be achieved by moisturizing the reactive flows. On
the other hand, water is generated internally at the cathode side as a result of the electrochemical
reaction.

3.4 Membrane water content
PEM fuel cell membrane assumes hydrophilic property to maintain water content ( ), and as in
Fig. 4(a), water content ( ) and membrane conductivity (
have a proportional linear relationship
[24-25]. Fuller, et al. [26] published that a completely hydration took place when the maximal value of
was 14. Membrane water content is determined by water activity (
in Eqs. (1) - (3) and becomes a
major determinant for the membrane conductivity as follows [15,18]:
(1)
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(2)

(3)
Where
k,

is the vapor pressure of water in stream k,

is the pressure in Pa and

the mole fraction of water in stream

is the diffusion temperature in K. As shown in Fig. 5, when

the average membrane water content and the average membrane conductivity are compared in an
identical current density range, the water content and the proton conductivity are linearly proportional
to each other, showing that the lower water content, the higher the current density. Although the
SSFFP, the IFFP and the SPFFP have almost identical water contents in the respective current density
sections, the water content of the PFFP appears lower than other flow field patterns. In case of PFFP,
as the reactants flow through a network of series and parallel flow paths only low pressure drops occur.
However, this leads to inhomogeneous gas distribution or reactant maldistribution and locally flooding
and heating phenomenon which result in the lowest membrane water content. An increase in the
number of channels uniformly distributed the current density and temperature values under the ribs,
compared to those values achieved under the channels. This behaviour increases the membrane water
content due to reduction of saturation pressure of water, thus enhancing local performance and,
therefore, the overall PEMFC performance [20].
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Figure 5. Average water content of membrane (
; solid symbol) and average membrane
conductivity ( ; hollow symbol) at each point on performance curves of four different flow
field patterns.
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In Fig. 5, the proportional linear relationship of the membrane conductivity mentioned above
and the fact of the maximum water content (
) are well noticeable. Therefore, it is assumed
that the flooding phenomenon takes place inside the channel. The water content plays a role in
reducing the internal resistance of the membrane when high water content is related to high
conductivity. In this analysis model, when the maximum water content is 14, the membrane
conductivity has its maximum value of 12. Also, since the flooding phenomenon is related to the
performance degradation because of the stagnant water existing inside the channel, the reduction of
membrane conductivity does not occur. All the configurations show that average water content of
membrane is under 14, thus the water flooding is predicted not to be significant for all flow-field
configurations. This is closely linked to temperature and humidity conditions [18].
Fig. 6 shows the average net water flux per proton and the average membrane water content in
the respective current density sections. Water balance on the anode and cathode is one of very
important factors in terms of fuel cell water management, which is primarily associated with the
membrane water content and the net water flux per proton. Fig. 6 illustrates how average net water flux
per proton and average membrane water content change as the average current density increases. The
water concentration gradient inside the channel and the pressure difference between anode and cathode
generate water behavior, while the water content of membrane changes net water flux per proton.
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Figure 6. Average net water flux per proton (
; hollow symbol) and average water content of
membrane (
; solid symbol) at each point on performance curves of four different flow field
patterns.
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The net water flux per proton, which expresses the water transport between anode and cathode,
is affected by the electro-osmotic drag coefficient ( ) as a function of the membrane water content as
follows [15,18]:
(4)
(5)
Where
is the local current density in A/m2,
and
is the concentration of water
vapor at the anode and the cathode in
, respectively. If the net water flux per proton is greater
than 0, the electro-osmotic drag is higher than back diffusion, and the water is transported from the
anode to the cathode. On the other hand, the net water flux per proton is less than 0 mainly in the outlet
area under the ribs, and the water is transported from the cathode to the anode by back diffusion.
In case of a flow field pattern that has difficulty in water removal in the section of a high
current density, the average net water flux per proton decreases. Particularly, the IFFP and the SPFFP
see the net water flux per proton drop in the section where
= 0.9~1.1 A/cm2. In case of the SPFFP
with poor features of water removal and pressure distribution due to the flow imbalance as shown in
Fig. 3 (b), the water behavior is most unstable in the section where
= 0.4~1.1 A/cm2 and it drops
to the point that = -2.25 where back diffusions occur at the section of
= 0.5 A/cm2. Where
= 0.5 and 0.7 A/cm2, the net water flux per proton takes a sudden turn, which agrees with the difficulty
in water removal due to flow imbalance. Krandlikar et al. [27] studied theoretically and experimentally
of flow maldistribution in a four-tube parallel channel geometry. The maldistribution in SPFFP may be
caused, among others, by uneven flow resistances in the parallel channels caused by variations in
channel dimensions, different flow lengths, uneven fouling, density and viscosity variations, and
presence of two or more phases due to water content in the channels.

3.5 Current density distribution
Cell performance is often described by the polarization curve, i.e., cell voltage versus current
density. The polarization curves of the PEMFC that has four flow field patterns were calculated and
classified into three categories of an activation loss region, an ohmic resistance loss region, and a mass
transport loss region as shown in Fig. 7. In this curve, three main polarization loss regions could be
identified: (i) activation loss region ranged between the cell voltages of 0.980 V and 0.767 V; (ii)
ohmic resistance loss region ranged between the cell voltages of 0.762 V and 0.466 V; and (iii) mass
transport loss region ranged between the cell voltages of 0.440 V and 0.333 V. The activation loss
regions of the four flow field patterns are almost identical; however, the cell voltage of the SPFFP is a
sharp drop from the ohmic resistance loss region and the mass transport loss region does not exist. This
can be explained by the water flooding due to deficient water removal and the uneven distributions of
the reactants, as shown in Figs. 3 and 6. In general maldistribution in parallel channels may be caused,
among others, by uneven flow resistances in the parallel channels caused by variations in channel
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dimensions, different flow lengths, uneven fouling, density and viscosity variations, and presence of
two or more phases due to water content in the channels [27]. The mass transport loss region of the
PFFP, which has a smaller cell voltage, is probably caused by hydrating membranes due to excessive
water removal at the outlet. The pin-type flow field consist of columnar pins arranged in a regular
pattern. As the reactants flow through a network of series and parallel flow paths only low pressure
drops occur. However, this leads to inhomogeneous gas distribution or reactant maldistribution and
locally flooding and heating phenomenon [20].
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Figure 7. The polarization curves of four different flow field patterns at 1.5 / 2.0 stoichiometric
number under the conditions of 101 kPa system pressure and 75 cell temperature.

Fig. 8 represents the current density distributions at the MEA surface on the SSFFP, the
SPFFP, the IFFP and the PFFP. The SSFFP shows the highest cell voltage in comparisons with other
flow field patterns. The cell voltages of the SSFFP, the SPFFP, the IFFP and the PFFP are 0.5689,
0.4404, 0.5685, and 0.5622 V at
=0.6 A/cm2, respectively. On the other hand, Kumar et al. [28]
presented the simulation results that serpentine, parallel, multi-parallel and discontinuous flow
channels were analysed at PEMFC voltage values of 0.66, 0.64, 0.68 and 0.71 V at
=0.5 A/cm2,
respectively to study the steady and transient behaviour of the PEM fuel cell. This work shows that in a
steady state PEMFC performance the discontinuous design will perform better than the other three
designs. The reason is that the discontinuity of the channels forced the gas into the GDL, thus
converting the transfer of reactant through the GDL from diffusion to diffusion and convective, and
thereby, increasing the local effective pressure of reactant at the reaction interface. However, it was
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found that the best PEMFC performance in transient response was for the parallel flow field design,
showing the lower performance in a steady-state conduct. Therefore, this difference of the cell voltage
may be attributed to BP flow field and configuration, operating conditions and steady-state and
transient.
The current density is locally high mainly at the rib part due to the under-rib convection, and
changes by the factors such as water concentration, membrane conductivity and temperature. The
uniformity of current density becomes an important to verify the life time and lead to the durability of
PEMFC. The current density distribution of the SPFFP is considerably more non-uniform than those of
the other flow field patterns. The straight parallel version is the simplest one requiring the smallest
pressure drop by equally distributing the flow rate into many parallel paths. However, if the flow
resistance is not maintained at the same level in each parallel flow channel a non-uniform distribution
of the reactants may occur [29].

(a) SSFFP

(b) SPFFP

(C) IFFP

(d) PFFP

Figure 8. Comparison of the current density distribution contours between the four different flow field
patterns at
= 0.6 A/cm2.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the numerical optimization of flow field pattern was performed by the mass
transfer and electrochemical reaction characteristics prior to the experiment in PEMFC. We analyzed
the four flow field patterns numerically and the results led us to draw the following conclusions. When
the active areas and operating conditions are identical, the SSFFP showed the best mass transfer
characteristics or mass transfer characteristics similar to the interdigitated flow field pattern which
shows that the water accumulated because of the electrochemical reaction in the outlet region. In the
IFFP, water content increases in the section of high current density, and the water behavior becomes
unstable at the outlet channels. In the PFFP, excessive water removal results in dehydration of the
membrane, whereas in the SPFFP, flooding occurs because of uneven flow circulation. The numerical
optimization of flow field pattern incorporates mass transfer and electrochemical reaction
characteristics to give qualitative assessments of pressure, flow, water and current density prior to
experiment.
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